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Oxidized stateOne of the remaining mysteries regarding the respiratory enzyme cytochrome c oxidase is how proton pumping
can occur in all reduction steps in spite of the low reduction potentials observed in equilibrium titration experi-
ments for two of the active site cofactors, CuB(II) and Fea3(III). It has been speculated that, at least the copper co-
factor can acquire twodifferent states, onemetastable activated state occurring during enzyme turnover, and one
relaxed statewith lower energy, reachedonlywhen the supply of electrons stops. The activated state should have
a transiently increased CuB(II) reduction potential, allowing proton pumping. The relaxed state should have a
lower reduction potential, as measured in the titration experiments. However, the structures of these two states
are not known. Quantum mechanical calculations show that the proton coupled reduction potential for CuB is
inherently high in the active site as it appears after reaction with oxygen, which explains the observed proton
pumping. It is suggested here that, when the ﬂow of electrons ceases, a relaxed resting state is formed by the up-
take of one extra proton, on top of the charge compensating protons delivered in each reduction step. The extra
proton in the active site decreases the proton coupled reduction potential for CuB by almost half a volt, leading to
agreement with titration experiments. Furthermore, the structure for the resting state with an extra proton is
found to have a hydroxo-bridge between CuB(II) and Fea3(III), yielding a magnetic coupling that can explain
the experimentally observed EPR silence.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In the respiratory enzyme cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) molecular
oxygen is reduced to water in an exergonic process. A signiﬁcant part
of the free energy is conserved as an electrochemical gradient across
the inner mitochondrial or bacterial membrane. Two processes
contribute to the gradient buildup, electrogenic chemistry and proton
pumping. Since the electron donor, cytochrome c, is located on one
side of themembrane (the P-side), and the protons for water formation
are delivered from the opposite side of the membrane (the N-side), the
chemistry corresponds to a charge translocation across the membrane.
This is referred to as an electrogenic reaction. Furthermore, the exergon-
ic chemistry is coupled to the translocation of protons across the entire
membrane, from the N-side to the P-side, referred to as proton
pumping. Experimental information shows that in the A-family CcOs,
one proton is pumped for each of the four electrons needed to reduce
one oxygen molecule, giving the overall reaction:
O2 þ 8HþN þ 4e−P →2H2Oþ 4HþP : ð1ÞThe chemistry takes place in the binuclear active site, the BNC,
consisting of a high-spin heme a3 and a mono-nuclear copper, CuB.
The CuB complex has three histidine ligands, one with a cross-linked
redox active tyrosine residue. The general view of the catalytic cycle of
CcO is depicted in Fig. 1. In the resting state, called the oxidized state
and labeled O, the oxidation state of the BNC is Fe(III)–Cu(II). Before
the reaction with molecular oxygen can take place, the metal ions are
reduced by two electrons giving state R with Fe(II) and Cu(I). Oxygen
binds reversibly to the ferrous heme a3, to yield the observed interme-
diate labeled A. Cleavage of the O–O bond leads to the most oxidized
intermediate, PM, with a tyrosyl radical, Fe(IV)_O and Cu(II)–OH.
The next two reduction steps are considered to reduce the tyrosyl
radical and the ferryl, returning to intermediate O. With cytochrome c
as the electron donor, the entire reaction (1) becomes exergonic by
51 kcal/mol (2.2 V) [1], which should be enough energy to allow
pumping of four protons in total per oxygen molecule also with the
presence of themaximumgradient (200mV [1]), froma thermodynam-
ic point of view. Charge transfer against a gradient, i.e. both electrogenic
chemistry and proton pumping, makes the reaction more endergonic,
but at maximum gradient and full proton pumping the entire reaction
would still be exergonic by 13.8 kcal/mol (0.6 V). The exergonicity of
each of the four reduction steps is determined by the difference
between the reduction potential of the donor cytochrome c (0.25 V)
and the proton coupled reduction potential of the particular active site
Fig. 1. General view of the catalytic cycle of CcO, starting from the oxidized state O. The notation HP+ corresponds to pumped protons.
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the equilibrium reduction potentials for Cu(II) and Fe(III) are in the
range 0.28–0.35 V [2–5], which means that the two reduction steps
from O to R (see Fig. 1) should be only slightly exergonic already
without the gradient. These two reduction steps would then become
endergonic with the gradient present. The problemwith endergonic re-
duction steps is that the endergonicity adds to the rate limiting barriers.
This implies that the proton transfer and/or the O–O bond cleavage bar-
riers would become too high, and the reaction rate would be on the
order of hours or even days when the gradient is approaching its max-
imum value. Thus, the observation that the A-family CcOs actually
pump four protons with a substantial gradient present [6,7] seems to
be in conﬂict with the low reduction potentials for two of the cofactors
in the active site. This is still considered an unsolved problem.
To explain the fact that proton pumping is observed for all four
reduction steps, in spite of the low reduction potentials of the cofactors
involved in two of the steps, it has been suggested that there exist two
different states for the oxidized intermediate O (and possibly also for
the one electron reduced intermediate E) [8,9]. One is referred to as
the activated state, appearing immediately after the reaction with
molecular oxygen, and with a limited life time. The other one is the
relaxed resting state, which is lower in energy than the activated
state, and it is formed from the activated state if the ﬂow of electrons
is stopped. The activated state, labeled OH, has thus been suggested to
have a transiently increased reduction potential, as compared to the
relaxed resting state, O, for which the reduction potential is the one
determined in the equilibrium experiments. It has also been suggested
that, in contrast to state OH, the relaxed resting O state does not pump
protons [8,9]. However, so far there are no well founded suggestions
for possible structural differences between two oxidized states that
may lead to different reduction potentials for CuB. Neither has it
been possible to establish two states with different spectroscopic
properties [4].
A recent computational study gives a partly different picture,
presenting an energy proﬁle compatible with proton pumping in all
four reduction steps also at a signiﬁcant gradient [10]. A model of
the active site of CcO was constructed, based on one of the available
X-ray structures [11], and used to describe the basic chemistry
occurring during one catalytic cycle. It was found that the proton
coupled reduction potential of CuB, as described by the reaction:
(His)3Cu(II)OH+ e−+H+→ (His)3Cu(I)–OH2, is actually much higher
than expected from the equilibrium experiments [10]. The CuB potential
was found to be at least as high as the proton coupled potentials of
both the tyrosyl radical and the ferryl group (Fe(IV)_O), which are
also involved in the CcO cycle. The results of the computational study
can be summarized in the alternative description of the catalytic cycle
shown in Fig. 2, as it should appear during enzyme turnover. An
important aspect of the reaction mechanism in Fig. 2 is that the tyrosyl
radical, created in the O–O bond cleavage step, is more or less kept untilFig. 2. Suggested catalytic cycle of CcO during turnover, based on a computhe last reduction step, which was found to be essential for fast electron
transfer from the heme a cofactor to the active site [10]. It should be
noted that the electronic conﬁgurations of the intermediates as shown
in Fig. 2 should be considered as the basic conﬁgurations, and they
may be more or less mixed with other electronic conﬁgurations as
discussed in Ref. [10]. This mixing of electronic conﬁgurations for the
different intermediates has been noticed in previous model studies of
CcO, see for example [12]. Thus, in Ref. [10] the metastable OH state was
suggested to have a tyrosyl radical and Cu(I) (TyrO•–Cu(I)–OH2
plus Fe(III)OH) as the most important electronic conﬁguration, see also
Fig. 3. The OH to EH transition (with the EH state mainly written as
TyrO•–Cu(I)–OH2 plus Fe(II)OH2, see also Fig. S1 in Supporting informa-
tion) was found to be exergonic by about 8 kcal/mol, which is enough
to allow for both electrogenic chemistry and proton pumping also at a
high gradient (at least 80% of the maximum value). However, in that
study, no structure with a low copper reduction potential was found. In-
stead it was suggested that the molecular structure obtained from the
OH state by moving one proton from the center of the BNC to the tyrosyl
residue (i.e. forming TyrOH–Cu(II)OH plus Fe(III)OH, see Fig. S2 in
Supporting information) may correspond to the relaxed resting state O.
This structure obviously has Cu(II), and it also has a very low electron af-
ﬁnity,whichﬁtswith the experimental observations that reduction of the
relaxed resting state O is slow [8,9]. However, the calculated proton
coupled reduction potential of this O state is as high as 0.95 V, as
obtained from the reduction step leading to the E state, with TyrOH–
Cu(I)–OH2 plus Fe(III)OH (see Fig. S2 in Supporting information). In Ref.
[10] it was argued that at least one equilibrium measurement of the
CuB reduction potential [4] should be quite uncertain, since it is based
on an uncertain estimate of the amount of reduced copper, and that the
calculated reduction potentials for Cu(II) and Fe(III) may be compatible
with the observations in that experiment.
Although some experimental conclusions about a very low CuB
reduction potential may be quite uncertain, there are several indepen-
dent anaerobic equilibrium titration experiments which all indicate a
low CuB reduction potential, in the range 0.28–0.35 V [2,3,5]. Further-
more, experiments show that the oxidized intermediate is EPR silent,
which has been interpreted to be due to a strong magnetic coupling
between Cu(II) and high spin Fe(III). However, none of the structures
in Ref. [10] were found to have any signiﬁcant magnetic coupling
between Fe(III) and Cu(II). Therefore, further calculations have been
performed, using the same model and methodology as in Ref. [10],
searching for explanations to both the observations of a low reduction
potential for CuB, and the magnetic coupling between the metals in
the BNC. New structures were found, with an oxo- or a hydroxo-
bridge between Cu(II) and Fe(III), which indeed show a signiﬁcant
magnetic coupling between the metal ions. The new calculations also
show that the proton coupled reduction potential of CuB decreases by a
protonation of the binuclear active site. These new results will be pre-
sented below.tational study [10]. The notation HP+ corresponds to pumped protons.
Fig. 3. Optimized structures and spin-populations for the OH and OB states. Distances are given in Å. The OH structure is taken from [10].
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The model and themethods are carefully described in [10], and only
a very short summary is given here. The model of the BNC used in the
calculations is based on a high resolution crystal structure from
Rhodobacter sphaeroides [11], see Fig. 3, where two of the optimized
intermediates are shown. The total charge of themodel is+1, and as ex-
plained in Ref. [10] only the high-spin coupling for heme a3 Fe(III) is
considered. The quantum mechanical calculations employ the disper-
sion corrected hybrid density functionals B3LYP-D3 [13,14] and
B3LYP⁎-D3 [15], the latter using 15% Hartree–Fock exchange instead
of 20% as used in the original functional. All structures were fully
optimized, except for some atoms ﬁxed from the crystal structure,
using the B3LYP-D3 functional and a double zeta basis with polarization
functions on all second row atoms. Single point calculations were
performed in the optimized structures using the large cc-pvtz(-f) basis
set plus lacv3p+ for the metal ions using the B3LYP⁎-D3 functional.
Solvent effects from the surrounding protein were included using the
self consistent reaction ﬁeld (SCRF) approach with a dielectric constant
of 4.0. The program Jaguar 7.6 [16] was used in these calculations. In the
optimized structures the Hessian matrix was calculated using the
Gaussian 09 package [17] to obtain zero-point corrections. Due to the
ﬁxed coordinates in the geometry optimizations, entropy effects cannot
be taken from the Hessian calculations, but the entropy changes within
the BNC itself are assumed to be small and therefore neglected in the
structures discussed here. For the structures with a magnetic coupling
between the two metal ions, the energy of the antiferromagnetically
coupled state, which is the lowest one, has to be corrected using the
Heisenberg spin–Hamiltonian formalism [18,19].
3. Results and discussion
The results of the present investigation are presented in three
subsections below. In the ﬁrst subsection the structural requirements
for a magnetic coupling between the two metal ions in the BNC are
investigated. In the second subsection the effects on the CuB reduction
potential of the protonation state of the binuclear active site areinvestigated. In the third subsection the relevance of the results from
the ﬁrst two subsections for the oxidized intermediate in CcO is
discussed.
3.1. Magnetic coupling between Cu(II) and Fe(III)
It has been found experimentally that the resting oxidized interme-
diate in CcO is EPR silent [4,20]. There are also indications that the ferric
heme a3 is in a high-spin state [3,4]. These observations have been
interpreted to show that there is a strong magnetic coupling between
the single unpaired spin on the Cu(II)-ion and the high-spin coupled
Fe(III). Experiments also show that when CuB becomes reduced and
heme a3 is still oxidized, an EPR signal typical for high-spin ferric
heme appears, as a result of the broken coupling [4]. Furthermore, it is
generally assumed that the ligands of the metal ions in the oxidized
intermediate are either hydroxyl groups or water molecules [21,22]. In
the recent computational study mentioned above [10] several struc-
tures of that kind were investigated, for example the TyrOH–Cu(II)OH
plus Fe(III)OH structure (Fig. S2) mentioned as a possible form for the
relaxed resting oxidized intermediate. However, for this structure,
with hydroxyl ligands on both metal ions, the calculations give no
magnetic coupling at all, the ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic
coupling have essentially identical energies [10]. It is known from
other bimetallic systems, e.g. the di-iron BNC in nitric oxide reductase
(NOR), that a bridging ligand between two metals is often involved
when there is a strongmagnetic coupling [23]. Therefore, an alternative
structure for the TyrOH–Cu(II)OH plus Fe(III)OH form of the oxidized
intermediate was investigated here, where the two hydroxyl groups
were replaced by a bridging oxo-ligand and a water molecule (hydro-
gen bonding to the oxo-bridge). This new structure is here labeled OB
(B for bridged), and the optimized structure is shown in Fig. 3. The
calculations give a strong magnetic coupling, with a J-value of about
364 cm−1, for this new OB state. However, the spin-corrected energy
for the oxo-bridged structure is very close to the energy of the structure
with two hydroxyl ligands, and its calculated energy is higher than the
structure with Cu(I) and a tyrosyl radical (Fig. 3), suggested to
correspond to the OH state [10], but only by 3.5 kcal/mol. This small
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even if theremay be an error in the calculationswith regard to the order
of the OB and the OH states, the OB state will not be signiﬁcantly lower
than the OH state, and the copper reduction potential would still be
high in theOB state. It can also be noted that the small energy difference
between the OH and OB states, is in line with the observation that the
tyrosine residue becomes partially reprotonated in the oxidized inter-
mediate at acidic conditions [24].
Since the structure with a bridging oxo-ligand between Cu(II) and
Fe(III) still gave a high reduction potential for CuB, in contrast to the an-
aerobic titration experiments on the resting oxidized state, an alterna-
tive structure with a bridging hydroxo-ligand was also investigated.
However, the only way to achieve a structure with a bridging
hydroxo-group between Cu(II) and Fe(III) is to add an extra proton to
the BNCmodel, i.e. increasing the total charge from+1 to+2. One rea-
son for this is that, if the tyrosine is unprotonated, the main electronic
conﬁguration will have a tyrosyl radical and Cu(I), i.e. there will not
be enough Cu(II) for a magnetic coupling to the Fe(III). The state with
a bridging hydroxo-group (and a water molecule hydrogen bonding to
the hydroxo-group) is here denoted as OP+ (P for protonated and + to
indicate the increased charge). The optimized structure of the OP+
state is shown in Fig. 4, and it is found to have a magnetic coupling
between themetal ions. The calculated J-value is 114 cm−1, as expected
somewhat lower than the value of 364 cm−1 for the oxo-bridged state
OB discussed above. The spin-corrected energy of the hydroxo-bridged
structure is close to the energy of the alternative structures with an
extra proton for the oxidized intermediate, having a water ligand on
one of the metal ions and a hydroxyl on the other. The latter structures
have no magnetic coupling between the metal ions, and therefore
mainly the hydroxo-bridged structure is considered here for the OP+
state. The reduction potential of the OP+ state will be discussed in the
next subsection below.
To get a better overview of the different states discussed here a sim-
pliﬁed energy diagram is constructed in Fig. 5, where only one of the re-
duction steps in the catalytic cycle is considered, from the oxidized
intermediate, with the general notation O to the one-electron reduced
intermediate with the general notation E. The left panel, A, describesFig. 4. Optimized structures and spin-populations forthe situation during catalytic turnover. The lowest oxidized state is the
OH state, which is made the zero-level on the energy scale. The bridging
OB state is found to be 3.5 kcal/mol higher, as mentioned above. The re-
duction of the OH state results in the EH state, while the lower lying E
state is suggested to be avoided by a high barrier in one of the proton
pathways (the K-channel) during catalytic turnover [10]. On the other
hand, in equilibrium measurements of reduction potentials, the low
lying E state should be reached, and the next reduction (not shown)
yielding the R state, gives the reduction potential of Fe(III), for which
the estimate based on the calculations is in good agreementwith exper-
iment [10]. The right panel, B, describes a corresponding reduction step
with an extra proton in the binuclear active site, and will be further
discussed below. Here it should only be mentioned that the hydroxo-
bridged OP+ structure in the B-panel can be formed by adding a proton
to either of the oxidized states OB or OH in the A-panel, since it should
be realized that if a proton is added to the tyrosyl radical in the OH
state, an electron is moved from copper to the tyrosyl, forming a neutral
tyrosine and Cu(II).
In summary, two possible structures for the BNC with a magnetic
coupling between Cu(II) and Fe(III) have been found, both with a
bridging ligand. These structures can be compared to experimentally in-
vestigated biomimetic heme–copper oxidase models with oxo- and
hydroxo-bridges [25,26]. The calculated J-values of 364 and 114 cm−1,
for the oxo- and hydroxo-bridged BNC complexes, respectively, are in
a similar range as the corresponding experimentally determined values
for the model complexes of N200 and 80 cm−1, respectively. Based on
the studies of the biomimetic complexes, a bridging hydroxo-structure
was suggested as a possible structure for the CcO resting state [25,26].
3.2. The reduction potential of CuB
The quantum chemical methods used here do not allow the direct
calculation of accurate absolute reduction potentials. Therefore a proce-
dure has been designed, and used for many cases, where the overall en-
ergy of one catalytic cycle is adjusted to the experimental value [27].
Using the experimental reduction potential for the electron donor cyto-
chrome c, 0.25 V, gives an exergonicity of 51.0 kcal/mol (2.2 V) for onethe OP+ and EP+ states. Distances are given in Å.
Fig. 5.A simpliﬁedenergydiagram sketching different structures of the oxidized and one-electron reduced intermediates in CcO. The values in italics to the right of thehorizontal lines, give
the relative energy with respect to the bold face value to the left of one line in the same “column”.
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the chemistry occurring in Eq. (1), a combined cost of the transfer of
one electron from cytochrome c and one proton from the bulk, which
occurs in each reduction step, of 67.8 kcal/mol reproduces the total
experimental exergonicity of 51 kcal/mol for the catalytic cycle. The
exergonicity of each reduction step is obtained from the calculated
energy gain by the addition of a hydrogen atom (i.e. an electron and a
proton) to each of the intermediates and subtracting the estimated
cost of the electron and the proton (67.8 kcal/mol). Using the reference
value of 0.25 V for the electron donor cytochrome c, the calculated
exergonicites for the individual reduction steps can be transformed
into proton coupled reduction potentials for the different active site
cofactors involved in the entire reduction process.
The proton coupled reduction potential of CuB is thus obtained from
the calculated exergonicity of a reduction step where copper is going
from Cu(II) to Cu(I), and a proton is added to the most optimal site. As
shown in Ref. [10] this can occur in different reduction steps, corre-
sponding to reduction potentials in the range 0.95 to 1.06 V. The highest
value, 1.06 V, originates from the ﬁrst reduction step after theO–Obond
cleavage, the PM to F step (compare Fig. 2), where the reaction Cu(II)–
OH + H+ + e−→ Cu(I)–OH2 occurs. Using the new structure with an
oxo-bridge as the starting point,OB, and going to the E state, as sketched
in Fig. 5A, the exergonicity of the reduction step is calculated to be
15.6 kcal/mol (0.68 V), corresponding to a proton coupled reduction
potential of 0.93 V (0.68 + 0.25) for CuB. The slightly lower value, as
compared to Ref. [10] is due to the slightly lower energy of the new
oxo-bridge structure as compared to the structure with two hydroxyl
ligands used in Ref. [10] (shown in Fig. S2). It should be noted that a
proton coupled reduction potential has two contributions, an electron
afﬁnity and a proton afﬁnity. The calculated energy proﬁle for the entire
catalytic cycle shows that for all reduction steps, the proton uptake
makes the largest contribution to the exergonicity [10], which means
that the proton uptake is an important part of the individual reduction
potentials. In the same way as for the catalytic cycle, it is possible to
calculate the proton coupled reduction potential for the OP+ state with
a bridging hydroxo-ligand described in the previous subsection above.
The addition of an electron and a proton to the OP+ state is illustrated
in Fig. 5B, yielding a state labled EP+ (P for protonated and+ to indicatethe increased charge). In this reduction step copper is reduced
from Cu(II) to Cu(I), and the only place to put the proton is on the
hydroxo-bridge, resulting in two water molecules in the BNC. The
optimized structure of the EP+ state is shown in Fig. 4. Using the same
combined cost for an electron and a proton as for the catalytic cycle,
the calculated exergonicity for such a reduction step is found to be
5.6 kcal/mol (0.24 V), corresponding to a reduction potential of 0.49 V
(0.24 + 0.25). The important result here is that the proton coupled
reduction potential for CuB seems to decrease by almost half a volt
(0.44 V (0.93–0.49)) by the addition of a proton to the binuclear active
site. Clearly, the electron afﬁnity (if the electron is considered to arrive
ﬁrst in both cases) increases when there is an extra proton in the active
site, but the proton afﬁnity decreases by more than the increase in
electron afﬁnity, which results in a lower proton coupled reduction
potential for the complex with an extra proton.
In summary, the proton coupled reduction potential of CuB is found
to decrease upon protonation of the binuclear active site. For a structure
with a hydroxo-bridge between the two metal ions, a low proton
coupled CuB reduction potential is obtained, with an estimated value
of 0.49 V.
3.3. The oxidized intermediate in CcO
It is tempting to suggest that the OP+ structure discussed above
corresponds to the relaxed resting oxidized state of CcO. The estimated
CuB reduction potential of 0.49 V is not far from the experimental values
of about 0.4 V, and due to the bridging hydroxo-ligand there is a
magnetic coupling between Cu(II) and Fe(III) that may explain the
experimentally observed EPR silence. However, to evaluate the role of
such a state, one needs to know its energetic position with respect to
the precursor state for the proton uptake, i.e. one needs to know the
pKa value for an extra proton on the OH state. Unfortunately, this value
cannot easily be estimated from the calculations, since the charge of
the OH intermediate (+1), which takes up the extra proton, is different
from the charge of the reduced intermediates (0) which take up the
protons during the catalytic turnover. Properties that change the charge,
like proton afﬁnities, depend heavily on the surroundings, and with the
present approach only relative proton afﬁnities corresponding to the
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accurately determined. Therefore there is an uncertainty in the proton
afﬁnity for the extra proton, which is indicated in Fig. 5B by putting
the value−x for the energy gain of the proton uptake to the OH state.
A reasonable estimate of the value of −x can be obtained from the
following discussion. The proton afﬁnity for adding a proton to the E
state is calculated to be 6.5 kcal/mol smaller than that of the OH state,
which is also indicated in Fig. 5B. It can be noted that the energy differ-
ence between the OP+ and the EP+ states is ﬁxed to 5.6 kcal/mol by the
calculations, and is independent on the value of −x. As mentioned
above, the original calculations give a reduction potential for Fe(III) in
good agreement with the equilibrium experiments, as calculated
starting from the E state, positioned at −12.1 kcal/mol in the ﬁgure,
and going to the R state positioned at the level −15.1 kcal/mol, not
shown in the ﬁgure (compare Ref. [10]). Thus, to avoid that the next re-
duction energy becomes too small, the EP+ state should not be much
lower than theE state. It should also be noted that theE state is obtained
from theOP+ state if only an electron is added. Clearly, for theOP+ state to
play the role of a relaxed resting state with a low reduction potential,
the value of−xmust be large enough to put the OP+ state signiﬁcantly
below the OH state. If the level of the EP+ state falls below the level of
the E state (−12.1) then the CuB reduction potential of the OP+ state
will be determined by the calculated energy difference between the
OP+ and EP+ states, 5.6 kcal/mol, and correspond to the uptake of both
an electron and a proton. On the other hand, if the level of the EP+
state falls above the E state, then the proton uptake will be endergonic,
and it will not occur in connectionwith theﬁrst reduction step in anaer-
obic titration experiments. The observed reduction potential of the OP+
state will then be determined by only an electron uptake. Since there
is no exergonic proton uptake involved, such a reduction potential will
be smaller than the regular proton coupled CuB reduction potential of
the BNC (with one proton less), in spite of the fact that the electron af-
ﬁnity is larger for the state with an extra proton. The conclusion is that
the energy of the EP+ state must be rather close to the energy of the E
state. To simplify the discussion, it will here be assumed that the value
of−x is 6.5 kcal/mol, i.e. putting the EP+ state at the same energy level
as the E state, which corresponds to assuming that the proton uptake
to the E state is thermoneutral. This value of −x would result in a
reasonable reduction potential of 0.49 V for the OP+ state, and also in a
reasonable Fe(III) potential, namely the same as the one previously
calculated [10]. Obviously, if the proton uptake to the E state is close
to thermoneutral, the reduction of the OP+ state will give a mixture of
two states, one with only an electron added and one with both an elec-
tron and a proton added. It is also possible that the proton uptake of the
E state may be endergonic for CcOs from certain species under certain
experimental circumstances, and exergonic for others.
Thus, it is shown above that for the OP+ state to play the role of an
oxidized intermediate in CcOwith a low reduction potential, the uptake
of an extra proton to theOH state, formed in the reactionwithmolecular
oxygen, must be quite exergonic. Using the value 6.5 kcal/mol for the
exergonicity as suggested above, means that there must be a site in
the OH state with a pKa value of 11.7 (at pH = 7). Is it reasonable
with such a high pKa value, without any electron transfer into the BNC
(or even to its vicinity)? It is argued here that so is quite likely the
case. The suggested explanation is that the O–O bond cleavage creates
several sites with high pKa values, which are saturated step by step
during the reduction process. This means that it is predicted that a sim-
ilar uptake of an extra proton would occur if the electron ﬂow were
stopped at an earlier stage, i.e. after formation of the PM or F states.
It is assumed that this proton uptake in all cases is slower than the
electron delivery in the working enzyme, which means that it will not
occur during catalytic turnover. The calculations show (results not
reported here) that the pKa value for an extra proton is of similar size
in all these states, but decreases slightly from the PM to the F to the OH
state (on the average 3 kcal/mol per step), and then there is a larger
decrease of 6.5 kcal/mol from the OH to the E state. In the ﬁrst threestates the extra proton is put either on an OH-ligand on copper, on a
tyrosyl or on an oxo-bridge, while in the E state the only available site
is a hydroxyl group mainly associated with the heme iron. From these
results it is concluded that the OH state may have a high afﬁnity for an
extra proton, and that the OP+ state is a reasonable candidate for the
relaxed resting oxidized intermediate of CcO, at least from a thermody-
namic point of view.
Very few attempts have been made to suggest an explicit difference
between the activated and the relaxed states of the oxidized intermedi-
ate in CcO [28–30]. Interestingly, a state with an extra proton has been
mentioned before as a possibility for the relaxed resting state. Experi-
mentally, using time-resolved optical absorption spectroscopy, a slow
phase (time constant of 5 ms) of proton uptake was observed after for-
mation of the oxidized state in the reaction of the fully reduced enzyme
with molecular oxygen [31,32]. In these experiments it was also found
that such a proton uptake did not take place (at least not on the 5 ms
time scale) in mutants with an impaired proton path leading to the
redox active tyrosine. This result would ﬁt with the present results
which indicate that it is the tyrosyl radical in the OH intermediate that
is protonated when the OP+ state is formed. In the mutant an increased
barrier for the proton uptake to the tyrosyl radical would slow down
the formation of the OP+ state. It was later suggested that the state
formed by this extra proton uptake might be the relaxed resting oxi-
dized state [28]. It can be noted, however, that the time-constant for
the observed proton uptake is signiﬁcantly shorter than the suggested
life-time of several seconds for the activatedOH state [8,9]. Furthermore,
based on the results from Multi-Conformation Continuum Electrostatic
(MCCE) calculations it was suggested that the equilibrated oxidized
state in CcO may have three protons in the center of the BNC, one
water and one hydroxyl group, implying that only one proton is
taken up in the reductive part of the cycle [29]. Arguments has been
raised against the conclusions in Ref. [29], since they are said to be
contradicted by experimental observations that two protons are taken
up during reduction of the BNC [33,34]. However, it does not seem
unlikely that it is possible to ﬁnd other explanations to the observations
in the proton uptake study [34]. Finally, in a computational study
considering only the pure electron uptake, it was suggested that the
activated OH state is obtained by moving a water molecule from its
optimal position to a less optimal position [30]. However, it is highly
unlikely that such a state would have long enough life time to play
any role during the catalytic cycle. Furthermore, the results from the
calculations reported in Ref. [10], where the proton coupled reduction
potentials are considered, shows that it is not the high potential of CuB
during the catalytic cycle that is difﬁcult to explain, but rather the low
potential of the relaxed oxidized state.
Comparing the structure of the OP+ state with the crystal structure
used to set up the model [11], the most striking difference is the Fe–
Cu bond distance, which is 3.75 Å in the optimized OP+ state, and
4.89 Å in the crystal structure. However, it is quite common that the
X-ray radiation used to determine the structure causes a reduction of
the crystal, and therefore the active site structure reported in [11] may
correspond to a one electron reduced state, rather than the oxidized
state for which the crystals were prepared. In fact, the structure in
[11] agrees quite well with the optimized EP+ state shown in Fig. 4,
which has a Fe–Cu distance of 4.70 Å. In the crystal structure there is
also an oxygen atom, which is quite close to the O1 atom in EP+, with
an Fe–O distance of 2.13 Å, and an Cu–O distance of 2.96 Å, as compared
to 2.26 and 2.72 Å, respectively in the optimized EP+ structure. A similar
situation was observed for the di-iron active site in the NOR enzyme
mentioned above, which also has a bridging oxygen ligand. Calculations
show that the crystal structure of the di-iron center ismuch closer to the
one-electron reduced state than thepresumedoxidized state [23]. How-
ever, there is also a recent structure for the oxidized intermediate of
bovine CcO, using an X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL), which should
avoid X-ray induced reduction [35]. This structure is found to have a
peroxide in the center of the BNC, and a long Fe–Cu distance, 4.90 Å.
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the OP+ state, without a bridging hydroxide but with similar energies as
for the bridging structure. The alternative structures have a terminal
hydroxide and a water molecule hydrogen bonding to each other,
resulting in longer Fe–Cu distances, about 4.60 Å. As also mentioned
above, due to the long metal to metal distance there is no magnetic
coupling between the metal ions in these structures. It is well known
that also the relaxed oxidized intermediate in CcO exists in several
different forms [4], and it is possible that the XFEL structure corresponds
to one of these forms, while the magnetic measurements showing a
magnetic couplingmay be performed on another one. Such an interpre-
tation is in line with the present computational results showing that
different types of structures for the OP+ state have similar energies.
Finally, it has been suggested that the relaxed oxidized state of CcO
does not pump protons upon reduction, in contrast to the activated OH
state occurring immediately after reaction with oxygen, which is
shown to pump protons upon reduction [8,9]. Most of the mechanisms
suggested for proton pumping involves an initial proton uptake to a
pump loading site (PLS) in the vicinity of the BNC, occurring in connec-
tion with the electron transfer to a nearby heme a cofactor (or to the
BNC itself) and before the uptake of the so called chemical proton to
the BNC [36]. Clearly, the OP+ state, suggested above to correspond to
the relaxed oxidized intermediate, already has an extra proton in the
BNC, and it is therefore quite unlikely that the PLS would become
protonated when an electron is added, which would explain that no
proton pumping is observed. Furthermore, experimental observations
indicate that the reduction of the relaxed oxidized state is slower than
the reduction of the activated oxidized state [8,9,30]. This observation
seems more difﬁcult to explain, since with the extra proton present in
theOP+ state, as compared to the activatedOH state, the electron afﬁnity
is larger, and the reduction is rather expected to be faster. One of the
reports of a slow reduction of the relaxed oxidized state is based on
the lack of observed increase in the electrochemical gradient [9]. The
electron transfer from the heme a cofactor to the BNC occurs parallel
to the membrane, and it is not expected to contribute to the gradient.
But since the electron transfer to the BNC is expected to be coupled
to proton transfer to the BNC, which occurs perpendicular to the
membrane, the electron transfer is still expected to be coupled to an
increased gradient. Therefore, the lack of increased gradient was
interpreted as a lack of electron transfer to the BNC during the observa-
tion time [9]. However, the properties of the OP+ state discussed
above presents another possible explanation of the experimental
observations. The reduction of the OP+ state leads to the E state, and as
suggested above the proton uptake to the E state is probably close to
thermoneutral. Therefore, it is possible that under the circumstances
in this particular experiment, the proton uptake to the BNC may be
endergonic, and therefore does not occur coupled to the transfer of a
single electron to the BNC. This means that this particular observation,
may not give any information of the rate of electron transfer to the BNC.
4. Conclusions
The reduction of molecular oxygen in cytochrome c oxidase (CcO)
occurs in four steps in a binuclear heme–copper active site (BNC). The
resting state, with the oxidation states Fea3(III) and CuB(II), is referred
to as the oxidized state, with the general notation O. Experiments
show that the resting state is EPR silent, indicating a magnetic coupling
between CuB(II) and high-spin Fea3(III). Furthermore, titration experi-
ments on the resting state show that the reduction potentials for both
CuB(II) and Fea3(III) are in the range 0.3–0.4 V, i.e. only slightly larger
than the potential of the electron donor, cytochrome c, with the value
0.25 V. In the present study hybrid density functional theory (DFT) is
used to investigate the properties of the oxidized state of CcO.
The oxidized state is normally depicted with two separate oxygen
containing ligands (hydroxyl or water) on the two metal ions, which
ﬁts well with the rather long Fe–Cu distance of 4.5–5.0 Å obtained incrystal structures of the oxidized state. Quantum chemical calculations
show that this kind of structure does not give rise to a magnetic
coupling between the two metal ions. In the present study, new struc-
tures for the oxidized intermediate with a bridging ligand, oxo or
hydroxo, are found, which indeed generate a magnetic coupling
between CuB(II) and high-spin Fea3(III), in agreement with the experi-
mentally observed EPR silence. As expected, these structures have
shorter Fe–Cu distances (3.4–3.8 Å), and it is suggested that the active
site in most of the crystal structures of the oxidized form of the enzyme
actually has become one electron reduced by the X-ray radiation, which
is a quite common phenomenon. On the other hand there is one crystal
structure for the oxidized state obtained using the XFEL technique,
which is supposed to be damage-free, and which also has a long Fe–
Cu distance [35]. Interestingly the calculations give very similar energies
for the bridging and the non-bridging structures of the oxidized state
with an extra proton, OP+, indicating that different types of structures
may be involved in different types of experiments.
The low reduction potentials obtained in titration experiments for
CuB(II) and Fea3(III) introduce a mystery with regard to the working
enzyme at a high electrochemical gradient. Both the electrogenic
chemistry (taking electrons and protons from the opposite sides of the
membrane) and the proton pumping make the reduction steps more
endergonic when the gradient is present. The endergonicity adds to
the rate limiting barriers, and with the low reduction potentials
involved in two of the reduction steps the entire process should become
too slow. Still, experiments show that for the A-family of CcO, proton
pumping occurs in all four reduction steps also at a high gradient. Quan-
tum mechanical calculations, on the other hand, show that the proton
coupled reduction potential of the CuB(II) is actually much higher than
expected from the titration experiments, on the order of 1 V, including
the new oxo-bridged structure mentioned above. This result partly
explains the observed proton pumping at high gradient. The difﬁculty
turns out to be to ﬁnd a form of the BNC with a low reduction potential
for CuB(II) corresponding to the titration results. The present calcula-
tions show that the addition of an extra proton to the oxidized inter-
mediate as it appears during the catalytic turnover actually results in
a decrease of the proton coupled CuB(II) reduction potential by
almost half a volt, yielding a reasonable agreement with the titration
experiments.
In summary, from the combination of the present and previous [10]
quantum mechanical calculations the following picture emerges: The
CuB(II) cofactor actually has a high reduction potential, and it is reduced
in one of the ﬁrst steps after oxygen binding to the BNC. The oxidized
intermediate appearing during catalytic turnover has CuB(I) and a
tyrosyl radical. This state corresponds to the previously suggested
activated oxidized state, labeled OH. During catalytic turnover the OH
state is reduced to the EH state, which also has a tyrosyl radical, and
which in turn is reduced to the R state. Both these reduction steps are
shown to be exergonic enough to allow proton pumping at a high
gradient, in agreement with experiment. Thus, this sequence of states
circumvents the problem with the low Fea3(III) reduction potential,
which is actually conﬁrmed by the calculations. When the ﬂow of
electrons stops, the OH state takes up an extra proton forming the OP+
state with a bridging hydroxo ligand between the two metal ions and
with amagnetic couplingmaking themetals EPR invisible, in agreement
with experiment. The extra proton in the active site decreases the
proton coupled reduction potential of CuB(II) to the low value observed
in the titration experiments. High barriers in the proton channels make
this proton uptake slower than the electron transfer to the BNC, and
therefore it does not occur during catalytic turnover. The OP+ state
corresponds to the previously suggested relaxed oxidized O state.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data
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ed here are given at the end. Supplementary data to this article can be
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